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PRE.c'i'.4CE

Absolute zero is something which can never be
reached, and it is precisely for that reason why the
problem is so interesting to me.

There is an infinite

distance to be explored, each part of the journey having
its own properties, its own blockades, and its own identity.
I have investigated
successful ar.d

othe7~wise,

exte~~ively

the attempts, both

of physicists all over the

world in their g_uest for ever lower temperatures.
Unfortunately, it was necessary to delete some injorm~tion

to avoid repetition.

However, Z have tried to

include what I felt to be the most significa7Jt aspects
of a century's research.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank

pzy -Major

professors for all their assistance, and also

my r.1any othe·r friend.s, without whose endless encou:ragement
and faith I could not have covwleted this

~or~.
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INTRODUCTION

Th.e production of low temperatures is a field of study
which has over one hundred years of history and many times
that to come in future research.

In the early years of

low temperature research the scientists' goal was not the
attainment of absolute zero.

They were interested in the

more immediat e intrigue of the 'permanent gases. '
however, as interes·t spread and knowledge

grew~

Gradually,

the quest

for the absolute minimum tern_,:oerature became an iTl'.portant and
active area of research.

In m.any cases the theoretician

zcas years ahead of the experirnental scientist due to a lack

of much needed equipment.

However, in a coll'.paratively short

time scientists have progressed a 1 ong way--from the astounding production of -39°C' to 10-6°K.
Th.. ere are three naturally divided sections in the his-

tory of low temperature production: 1 iquifactiqn of gases,
ioni~

orientation,

ar~

nuclear orientation.

success in each of these areas
the field.

u~

a

m~jor

The first
breakthrough in

Although there were times when it seerr.ed as if

progress had stopped completely,

an~

there was no possible

way to proceed, the diligence and persistence of the dedicated
physicists eventual-ly won.

2

CHAPTER I

GAS LIQUIJi'ACTION

li.0.r.l.Y. .ili!2J...LiJ& DJlZLiQ.?.§
Prior to the latter part of the .19th c_entw··y, scientists
believed in the existence of 'permanent gases.'
that

c~rtain

They felt

elements, such as oxygen, hydrogen and nitro-

gen, could never be transformed into a liquid or solid
state .

Hotvever, the field of low temperature study was be-

ginning to be recognized as an important area of investigation.
Guillaume Amontons was the first to suggest the existence of an absolute zero, below which no
possible.

te~perature

was

He observed the relationship between a reduction

in pressure and a corresponding decrease in temperature,
and on this basis corzstructed a mercurl! thermometer.

The

device consisted of a column of mercury equal in height
to the pressure of the volume of air which supported it.
The change in the height of the column of mercury indicated a corresponding change in the temperature of the
volume of air.

lhJ studying the action of his thermometer

from the tenwerature of boiling water on down, his calibrations led him to state that the pressure, and there- fore the tew..perature, would be zero at the finite temperature of -240~c.1 ·
Since pressure is a non-negative quantity, and according

3

to the data

A.monton..~

collected, the pre3sure is zero at

-240°C, This would have to be an absolute zero jor the
terrq:)(:;ratw e also.,
4

Of co.urse, his estimate was jar from

accorate; but none theless, the quest for absolute zero had
b~gun.

In the early 19th century Michael Faraday experimented
with liquijaction of gas es.

In 1823 he devised a

si w~le,

but ingenious method oj compression and cooling which resulted in liquifaction.
than

,

J(nowing that liquid is denser

gas, he got the idea to

ing ito

co~~ress

the gas while cool-

In this way he more realistically approached the

qualities of the liquid state.

The apparatus

cor~isted

oj a glass container, large at one end, bent in the middle,
and narrow at the other end (Pig. i).

By

heating the

large end, the gas expanded and, therefore,
remaining gas in the narrow end of the tube.

co ~w ressed

the

The rutrrow

end was simultaneously immersed in a cold bath, and thus
liquifaction occurred. 3

4

However, Faraday was still unable to liquify any of the
permanent gases.
The first patented cooling apparatus
Siemens in 185~ (Fig. 2) o

was

made by

The device consists of two

. pistons, a cooling tanh arul a heat exchanger.

Piston A

is driven by an outside force and serves to CCil}press the

gas.

The gas then leaves the compressor, still at a

high pressure, and is cooled in a tanh of cold waterc

It

then passes into the second cylinder where the heat energy
gained in tfte compression forces piston B out.

After the

expansion the gas t1 avels into the heat ·exchanger where
4

it serves to further cool the gas on route to the expansion engine.

In this way the gas which enters B is always

-~

5

cooler than the gas which entered previously.

.This rather

simple apparatus forms a closed continuous cycle, opera"/;ing
until gas begins to liQuify in chamber B..

However, gases

with low critical temperatures could not be liquified by
this device, si~?.ce a gas heats with expansion if it is
/nverstbn
above its c: ·JLc:Z temperature. This will be explained
further in

a

later section.

In 1860 a Scottish engineer by the name of Kirk built
a machine modeled after Siemens' to cool Shale oil as part
of a refining process.

His machine was capable of freez-

ing mercury at a temperature of -39°C.6
All of the early work in the production of low temperatures deit with the liquifaction of gases.

This was due, .

not only to the fact that many of these gases had never
been 1 iqidfied previously, but also because no lower temperature could be produced until the liquid gases were
availabl e as a pre-coolant.
Jd..quifaction _g;[ OxY..qen
·In 1877 for the first time one of the 'permanent
gases' was liquijied

simultaneov~ly,

but independently,

by Raoul Pictet in Geneva and Cailletet in France.
Cailletet, a mining engineer from Chatillon sur Seine
wrote in a communiQue on

~4

December 1877 that he had
1 iQuified oxygen on 2 December. 7 He was attempting to
co~ryress

acetylene

(C~I2)

to 60 atmospheres at room

6

temperature; howe ver, before he reached the desired pressure the apparatt~ sprung a leak.

Due to the rapid reduc-

tion in pressure and .sudden expansion of the gas as it
escaped -through the leak, a slight mist was formed and
cundensation took plac·e.,

Cailletet later accomplished

the liquifaction of oxygen by cornpressing the gas to 300
atmospheres at -29°C and thenplacing the containe r in
a bath of evaporated sulphur dipxide.
of pressure, a mist was formed.,

By a rapid release

lie estimat ed that the

resultant temp eratur e drop was 200°C'o 8

The sudden expan-

sion of the gas which occurred accidentally in

Caill~tet's

experiment corresponds to the outward stroke of the piston in an expansion engine.

It can be seen from this that

the temperature change is related to the mechanical energy
expended.

Xhe system is a fine example of transformation

of energy--mechanical to heat in. the compression. chamber
and heat to mechanical in the expansion engine.
Raoul Pictet, the Geneva physicist, wrote in a communique on 22 December that he had "liqutfied

oxygen

to-day ur4er 320 atmospheres and 140 degrees of cold
. by combined us e of sulfurous and carbonic acid. " 9 Alt hough he accomplished the same result, Pictet used an
entirely different 1nethod for his 1 iquifaction.

He de-

. v eloped the cascade method which is a step-by-step
li quzfaction of different gases until a low enough starti ng

ten~erature

(Fig. 3).

is reached to produce the desired liquid

The initial substance to be cooled in the

7

cascade

mu.s;~

have a critical tem_,:oerature a]Jove room

t emperature so that upon compression the gas will be
coo.Zed and finally 1 iqu.ijied.
cascade was sulfur dioxide.

c.

The first stage of Pictet 's
After the gas is liquijied
A

I

I

r
I
I
,.

~+---

'

I
fu.u.lie~

I

--~
' ----~r-·-----~~

I
I

Shrh~ T£

rnr

8

it can he c;Japorated and the remainder thus cooled to
a lower tem...oerature, T2o

This T2 must he well below the

critical temperature of the next gas to be 1 iquifted in
the cascade which, in Pictep 's experiment, was carbon
dioxide.

The C02 uxzs ilP.mersed in the bath of sulfur

dioxide and in this way cooled to T2 during compression.
The third gas was oxygen which was cooled and final.ly
1 i quifi ed by the isothermal compression according to
-: ·

Pictet 's

7~ecords.

Actually, there is speculation that

the liquifaction might really have been due to a sudden
adiabatic expansion, as in Cailletet's method, in combination with the cascade of isothermal compressions.1_1
-

Vlhile Cailletet and Pictet were both attempting to
produce ever lower telP.peratures, Charles and Gay-Lussac
in France were determining, more accurately than Amontons
had, the absolute zero of temperature.
Gay-Lussac, both independently,

Charles and

conclv~ed

quite accurately

that the lowest possible temperature was-273°C.

Their

reasoning wo~ that since the pressure and te~erature
drops were directly and linearly proportional throughout their

e~erimental

realm of investigation; this rela-

tionship existed continuously over the entire temperature
scale;

Since a drop in pressure per degree Centigrade

was 1/273 of the total pressur.e at 0 °C, the absolute
zero in temperature w~t equal -273°C.12.
Shortly after Pictet's debatable liquifaction of
oxygen by the cascade method,

~amerlingh

Onnes, a Dutch

9

physicist working in Leiden, definitely did produce liquid
oxygen in this cascade manner.

methyl chloride, ethylene, and oxygen.13
he extended the

c~scade

v~ed

For his three cycles he

At this same time ·

by adding a fourth stage for the

condensation of atmospheric air.

This was the greatest

feat in the field of low tempe1·ature physics thus far.14
Previously, oxygen had not

bee~

maintained in a

liquid state, but only momentarily condensed.

The two

Polish scientists, Szygmunt Florenty von Wroblewski and
K. Olszewsl-zi, worl-i..ing together at the University of Cracow,
were the first to produce and coLlect 1 iquid
boiling statee

o~--cygen 'f..."t

a

They accomplished this with a setup quite

similar to Cailletet 's.

One important change in the de-

vice was that they did not utilize the sudden expansion
method.

Instead, the liquid ethylene which cooled the

capillary was pumped off until the vapor pressure was
1/30 atmospheric pressure, or about 2.5 em Jig.
pumPing reduced the temperature to about -130°C.

This
The

capillary was s}7,aped so that the 1 iquid would collect
in the bottom, and when the oxygen gas entered the capillary at this low temperature it immediately condensed on
the sides of the tube.

The experiment was reported to

the French Academy on April 16, 1883
in Annalen f!&L Physik J!::I'.d Chemie. 15

ar~

was published

Revisions 2.1. @yle 's Law
IJuring the 1880's came the turning point in low temperature research.

Until this time the scientists did not
•

~

I

10

know enough about the relationships of the pressur e, volume,
and temperature, and the properties of substances at lower tefri'!J..-oeratures.

Robert Boyle had formulated his law
( 1)

He had plotted the isotherms and shown that

at· a constant temperature.

Then Thomas Andrews stucli ed
,.

Boyle's Law and showed that ii does not hold true for
te7lzperatures below the critical
stance.

temperatw~ e

of the sub-

(See Appendix 1 for Boyle's and Andrew's graphs of _·

the isotherrns .and Appendix 2 jor the graph of the state of
a substance as Pressure vs._

Tempera~ure.)

Other scientists continued to investigate the validity of Boyle's Law.

Perhaps the most important early

speculations were made by the great Dutch theoretical
physicist, Johannes_Diederih van der JTaals.

Five years

before the liquifaction of oxygen he published his famous
paper "On the Continuity of the Gaseous and Liquid State."
In this paper he contradicted the contemPorary belief
and said that no gas could be permanent.
rewrote Boyle's Law {PtA.~

Van-der Waals

-

c:tjF l '{ -hl " un.t.,..• • T

where

0-

and

b

are constants of the particular substance.
-

"

term accounts for the additional pressure

1.1.

creat ed by the attr·active forces between the molecules.
The constant o.... determines the extent of the pressure which
he said is greater when V is small, and the molecules are
T'ae \J- 'b

closer together.

term accounts for the reduc-

tion .in volume by the amount equal ta the
by the molecules thew..selves.

~rea

occupied

Van der Waals ' equation

of state was the first hypothesis concerning the interaction
of particles.

The plot of equation (2) is shown in Fig. 4

which shows that within a certain area there are three
solutions . of V for each P.

This isotherm is similar to

t'he results found by Andrews.

Although van der · F!aals '

equation is not completely accurate, his approach is
generally correct
artd the equation can
be used. 17 At high
temperatures Boyle's

Law is accurate because there is no
need to take into
a"c.c ount the cohesive
forces between the
molecules.

How-

ever, . as the temp. eratur·e is 1 owered
the kinetic energy
of the

w~terial

is
~------~--------------~-----~~

~

12

lessened and the intermolecular forces begin to have em
effect--biru.ling the molecules loosely together.
is the 1 i quid state~

This

At even lower temperatures the

kinetic .energy decreases further and the cohesive forces
become more prominent,. binding the molecules more rigidly
and forming a sol id··-the third state of aggregation.
Now that more was known about the field of low tempe•rature physics, and it had become such an important area
of study, the research divided and went in two separate
directions.

Dna school was concerned with the actual

production of ever lower ter,weratures and the other w.._ith
the effects of the low temperatures on
p·roper·ties_, and the laws of physics.

variov~

substances,

This survey will

dear strictly with the former aspe,c to
Dewar Flask
Professor James Dewar, worhing at the Royal Institution in London did a lot to educate his fellow scientists
and the public about the quest for

~bsolute

zero.

On

1

September, 1894 JJ.l§.. Times in London interviewed Dewar

for an article on the approach to absolute zero.

Dewar

· also gave weekly lectures and demonstrations about the

progress in his research.

He began his work by 1 iquifying

oxygen in a Cailletet type apparatus and continued until
he had successfully lig_uified hydrogen.

However, Dewar's

greatest contributions to low temp erature physics were
in the apparatus which he developed and perfected, rather

13

than his actual accorrqJl ishmcnts in 1 iquifaction.
work with oxygen he

i~vroved

In his

the container in order to

less en the heat inflv_"( tn·to the oxygen.

As shown in Fig. 5a

the 1 i quid oxygen tube is imrnersed in a bath of 1 i quid
.

· ethylenft.

.

The ethylene vapor is , in turn drawn off to

surround the 1 i Quid ethylene, thz.ts more efficiently isolating the inner tube from heat influx.,
was named the cryostat.
feet . the cryostat.

This apparatus

Efforts were continued to per-

Fig. 5b is another type where the

cryostat is. detachable rather than a part of the apparatus.

E{!\'f\ a.na: .
v~~c~

5a
- o __
o-

..-

,._~

14

The test tube is in a beaher which in turn contains a
drying agen·t.

The drying agent absorbs water vapor jro1n

the air surroul".ding the test tube to prevent the vapor
from condensing on the sides of the tube and thus transmitting heat to the oxygen.

However, neithe1 of these

two cryostats are efficient enough to maintain liquid
hydrogen.

The hydrogen has a much lower heat of vapor-

ization and, therefore, a considerably

s~~ller

heat in-

flux would cause the hydrogen to return to its gaseo-us
state.,

For the purpose of containing even colder 1 i quids

Dezror developed the vacuum · vessel which 1·e17zains in much
the same form today and is kn.own as the Dewar Flask..
The difference between this vessel O:l".d. the cryostat is
that in the cryostat only the water vapor was exclttded
from the enclosed area between the outer and inner jachets.
Dev~r

also

pu~ped

so that a great
test tube.

out the air and mcde the space a vacuum

dea~

less heat is conducted to the inner

Liquid oxygen will

rew~in

in the Dewar Flask

without even boiling.
kule-Thorr.son

E.ttec~

At this point it is necessary to briefly describe
one of the fundamental techniques used in many of the
different types of apparatus for gas 1 iquijaction.
is the Joul e-·Thomson or Joule-Kelvtn20 ejject.

T'ais

Prior

to working with Lord Kelvin, Joule experzmented with , free

15

expansion--e.xpanding a gas into a vacuum.
isolated system shown in Fig. 6.
to

expar~

Consider the

The gas will be allowed

into the vacuum

thro ugh the nozz-le or
stopcock.. The pressure

is lo wer after

the gas has passed
th7·ough the stopy

coclt because the
plug offers resistanc e to the air
flow.

Energy is a
f t ~· {p J v,Lit:- -Ji;,u,.x,, fr-,nc"f/e

function of the

volume and the temperature

'E -= t. Lv ,1)

(4)

so
Bttt

so

{3)

in an isolated system dE == 0

- \oF/'tN

JI

\l> £/ol) v
is the heat capacity an,4 therefore, ;· it must

always be a positive quantity.

Hence the - direction of the

temperature change is given by the sign of

16

In the Joule-Taomson

experimen~

the gas expar.ds

adiabatically and irreversibly through a nozzle from a
pressure, PJ., to a pr·cssure P2.

Por this throttling

proc ezs ·to produce a coo.Z ing effect the P and T must be
.

.

inside the inversion curve for that gas.

~~or

a graph

and explanation of the inversion curve see Appendix
The physical structure of the

go~

liquifier utiliz-

ing Joule-Thomson throttling can be seen in Pig. 7.

----~~

(oo\er

~
t-1
,,h1rt.!fj!-4f"£
·; -:.

Fi~- 7

'
J

L~>,..,{rb.H

J.)

17

The gas is
force.

co n~vr ess ed

to a high pressure by an outside

It travels through the pipe into the coolant

which lowers the tef77-:.,.v erature of the ga.s to within the
inversion curve, and then the gas is expanded through
the th7·ottl ing valve.

The flow pattern shown in the

figure represents a continuous cooling cycle.
is at

a lower

terr~verature

each tir:ze it passes through the

pl'ug, until it is finally liquijied.
is often used when a large
:I'he

Joule -Tho w~s on

cally all

gc~

2."'he gas

Cascade throttling

teTI~Verature

drop is desired.

throttling effect is us ed in pr-a cti-

liquifiers.

Earl3{ Att m;tp t.s § t t he_ Li qui,fact ion .Q;[ Hydroqe,n

- The next goal of the low teqp erature physicists was
the 1 iquijaction of hydrogen.

!lroblewshi spent the last

years of his 1 ife attempting to accomplish this.

He did

determine the critical temperature of hydrogen to be
approximately 30°11; which is fairly accurate.22 However,
l'7roblews7-r.i reached what seemed to be an insurmountable
impasse because he uxzs using liquid air jor the coolant
i nvt'"'f.,n
which has (Jfll\temperature of 55 ex-. Unfortunately, this
tem. verature
.
is outside the inversion curve for the hydrogen, and every time 77roblewski performed the
the gas heated rather than cooled.

expaT~..sion

At this point a

stalemate in the production of lo wer temp eratures existed
for about seven years.
Finally, in 1895 Hampson in England, and Linde in

J.B

Germany, worhing independently, each found new methods
for liquifaction based on the Joule-Thomson effect.
built an air liquifier,

o~

Linde

shown in Pig. 8_, which co1wisted

of a compres s or, a
heat exchanger, X,
and a

Joule-2V~oh~on

throttle,

V~

This

apparatus had sev0..\1'"

eral improvements

'2.0e(

ove·r previous liquifiers.

-----

I

It contained

a two stage expans ion.

~

The

I

gas was

compressed to 200

rv-'

1

1

atmospheres . and

I

then expanded through

1

VJ. down to 4 atmos-

1

pheres.

I

From there

_I

BO% of the expanded
gas·traveled bach

l

----1

through X to be recompressed and the
other 2o% was expanded a second time through

v2

down _to i atmosphere.

This saved co?Widerably in the work required for the
compression_, yielding a lOa% increase in the efficiency.24

19

Another
as

i mp:-~tJvement

was the addition of 1 iquid ammonia

a precooling stage to lower the tem_,:oerature of the

gas before it ever entered the compressor.,

In thz's way

the co mpressed gas entered X at a tem_,_verature of -48 °C. 25
Hampson 's liquijier operated on the same

princ~vle,

but had a slightly different type of heat exchanger, X.
When Ilmnpson and Li7ute first tried the e:t;periment
they had found that . the device acted opposite to the expected resul-t;_. in that the hydrogen heated slightly rather
than cooledo

However, if a sufficiently low starting

ternperature was used the hydrogen did cool..

As the

1 i qui fact ion tenzperature was ·approached the cooling pre-

dominated.

As a comb ined effort Ha-n:ps.on and Linde took

Siemens' cooling cycle and heat exchanger and added the
Joule-Tho TJmon nozzle to replace the expansion engine.
Their apparatus, as shown in Fig. 9, appears exactly
like the cooling cycle patented by Siemens in

~857

ex-

cept that the expansion engine is replaced by valve B.
The device operates by compressing gas in A, allowing ·
it to pass through the heat exchanger, D, where it is
further cooled, and then it expands our the nozzle, B.
Eventually part of the gas is liquified ar4 the

remair~er

passes bach through the heat exchanger, D, cooling the
incoming gas.

Hampson and Linde gained technical sim-:-

plicity by replacing the expansion engin_e with the ' - :
Joule-Thomson plug, but a ce1·tain amount of effie iency

20

..

o-

21.

uxzs lost..

cooling efficiency was lower, a higher

'T.?~e

pressure was needed and greater Quantities of gas were
required for the operation.27
Since in the Joule-1"homson Jtze'tlz.od .. the expansion is
adiabatic; there is no change in the total heat and, therefore, the enthalpy" is a constant.

t-\
clt\-

so
cl1-I =

~

l37J definition

( (c)

U -t-YY

A.u.+ vd.\>+~!V

( 1)

0 since the enthalpy, H, is a constant.

Due to the functional dependence of U

\%\)~·a, ~~>
a~ +fo.v~~af ~ o.
~'1.

.(g)

Using the equation of state and expanding this
.

t VJl;) d-r ·+ (111) Jp ~ fr ~\ tiT -+ pi 9..i-\ Jp
f
0p +
\)~ } f
\ Uf ) -,-

\__ "V T

But by definition

.dl\"' d.(\

-fJ-~~ TJ~- ptJ.V

-+- \f dt>

:

o

,

9)

( LCJ}

so

(!i)
But also be the definition of specific heat

C.o
'

z

utt)

CoT . -f
......-

( !'3)
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By

substitF£~ing

equa tion (13) into (12)

Therefore, the change in te(llperature with respect to
pressure at constant enthalpy is

.

( ~~ \

\Y ·~ )t\

~ 1\u_j
-\)

JL~· - \j

n~
For a van der f!aals . gas
\j . . nb 4-..ln~/C?T
i

l

Now, substituting eQuation (16) into (15)

r E) .""\_ )p

tl

h

(-1 --~!d)

·(ltr

From this equation it can be seen that if
and

is SliULll,

T is high the temperature will rise on expansiono

2o («T

6

Za

must be large enough co nz_.v ared to the value of

in order to have a negative dT when a negative d? is

used indicating a drop in temperature for an expansion of
the gas. 28

In calculating the equation for · the inversion curve
it is important to remember that the Joule-Tho'f!'l.son effect
is an 'internal work' process.

There is

no change in the

total kinetic energy, and so the

enthalp~

or total heat,

is constant during the adiabatic

eY~ansion.
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The eguation fpr .; the inversion curve is obtained from
equation (14).

manipulating (14)

\~)rt = tr )_t(?J)r -v l
Prom this equation it can be seen that the sign of aT
depends on

If

tl~~\ -\Il

~T~~)r -

vl

> ()

then the temperature drops.
e~ansion,

Since dP is negative vn

dX will also have to be negative for the

quantity to be /

If

0.
<:0

then the temperature rises because when dP is negative dT
must be positive·• .:.:··

then there will be no change in the temperature.

There/ore,
)

is the equation of the imversion curve.

At all points

insiq~

the
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parabola for the temperature and prc.ssure will cause the
temperature to fall- upon expansion of the gas, and at the
points outside the curve the tew"J..verature will rise when the
gas is expanded ,.
_Glal1,QQ E:f.par..der ·
George Claude, a French engineer, first successfully
liquified air in 1902.

In his system he used both an

expansion engine and a Joule-Tho7rtson expansion valve.
However, no external worlz was requi re«' to operate the
e~;v ansion

engine so the process was isenthropic.

A

.

schematic diagram of his apparatus is shown in Pig. lOa •
.

A water cooling syster.J removes the heat produced during

p

a
F.l ~. 1D~~.

b

o~t n
clo~•4

I)

e\ v~

b"' tir> '<"n

d

tll.

~

i11 t rf'\ -s-hro KC.

~ ~A ~1 ':oN... tlo:s~h
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the mechanical compress i. on of the gas.

The compressed

gas travels up through the pipe and into the heat exchanger.

It then divides; BO% goes to the expansion

engine and the other 20% tn·to the liquificr.

The gas

traveling to the liquifier is further cooled by the gas
returni ng from the" 1 iquifier.

The major part of the

gas flows from the heat exchanger into the expansion
engine through an inlet valve.

Even after this valve

is closed the compressed gas continues to expand, forc-

ing the piston downo

21~en

the exhaust valve opens, the

gas leav es the chamber and a new cycle begins.

The

system produces a drop in tetnperature because the expansion takes place at constant

entrap~~

ature does drop, the compressed gas

Since the tefflper-

ente7~s

the expander

at a lower temperature each ti.rrze until a mist forms dttring
the expansion.
Claude encount{:red certain problems and limitations
when he was constructing the cooler.

Since the operating

temperature of the expansion engine would have to be
capable of acting at temperatures as low as _-150°C, it
had to be well in.sulated from outside thermal- effects;
only the absolute minimum of heat inflv....,-c could be permitted.

Glaude had to devise a new type of lubricant

for such a low degree of heat.

T'ne usual lubricating oil

freezes before it. reaches this low ter1Perature.

Even
.,
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petrol ether freezes at -140 ec, so it could be used, but
not very effectively.

He found the best method to be a dry

leath er packing instead of any lubricant.

The actual lub-

ricating ac·tion was obtained from the air which leaked
out of the piston be·tween the piston packing and the cyl inder wa11: 29 The main limitation of the device was that
the conz_,:oressor had to be able to keep pushing a sufficient
amount of gas through to keep the pressure highe 30
Claude lros not really interested in the liQuifaction
of air or hydrogen for its own sake, but r'a·ther to separate gases for industrial purposes.

When he t{..sed hydrogen

instead of air in 1920 the engine reached below -2Q0°C in
order to separate H2 and coke oven gas.31
Pig. 11 is an example of a Clau4e-type liQuifier.
The gas is initially co mpressed to about 40 atmospheres.
It then enters interchanger I where it. is cooled to 193cK
by the returning expanded gas.

Tne

compress~d

gas con-

tinues on into a divider; a fraction 1Y goes on through
II and III where it is cooled considerably more, and even
begins to condense.

This high pressure gas, which is very

cold is then expanded through the Joul e-Tho77'.son no.zzl e V :·
down to J. atmosphere and collects in L.

The part of this

gas which evaporated during the expansion through V returns to the

co77~-oressor

via the he_at interchangers.

The

fraction J.-JyJ of the gas which branched off -after passing
through I travels to the expansion engine, E. This gas is
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also expanded
down to a p·ressure of J. atmosphere as it does

:r

-

~h
I

worli by pushing

I

~

.

1

out the piston ..

I

!

:l'lLe expend iture

~

of this worlr. cazlSes
the gas to cool.
This

cold

.

.

~

~

·'

!I

1

;

rL~

l

1

gas then

lt

is let into II

i~

where it serves
to cool the frac-

-

tion, 1f of the

-

incoming compressed
gas.

The most

<-

~ll.

I
I

elficient initial

'

- ·'

I

temperature has

Fi!. H ~

I

~

been determined
experimentall y to

..

C.l
\\

(rum

"

be: p = 40 atmospheres

M = 0.2

(207~

of the

air goes through

L

L
r

V and the other 80% to the expansion engin?).32
Heylandt used basically the same principle as Claude
but a fe w of the details were different.

He corrqJressed

28

the ai7 to 200 at?nospheres and omiti:cd interchanger I
4

as shown in Fig. 11.

Tl7. us the fraction 1-M entered the

expansion engine at room temperaturee

The temperature

of the ai1 leaving the expansion engine is still above
4

· the critical temperature s·o fur·ther cooling is necessary
by means of the Joule-Thom.son effect.

Heylandt also did

not insulate the piston with leather packing.

In fact,

he did not insulate it at all, but let it operate at room
temperature.

The cold air\ traveled through the expansion

engine so fast that it did not have time to cool the piston.33

_ In building and in:=; tall ing a compressor into a
liquifier there are several factors which must necessarily be obse1ved$

The body of the

co~~ressor

must be

instal.led rigidly so as to prevent any vibration.

Even

the slightest vibration will contribute to the heat inflta.
The motor must have a solenoid magnetic-switch operated by
a temperature controller.
cv~sed

~nermal

switches will be dis-

extensively in a later chapter.

A safety valve should

·be included between the high and low pressure lines so
that if freezing of im_,:ourities or· some other type of bloch
occurs the high pressure line will be Uented out.
wise it would explode.
gastight.

Th& system

mv~t,

Other-

naturally, be

If oil is used as a lubricant it must have a low

vapor pressure 1 i he o i 1 used in vacuum pumps.
41,

Pi nall y, for
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convenience in repairs, the system should be constructed

so that all parts are accessible.34

After a great deal of -'hit-or-miss' experimentation
the sciehtists fi7J-ally knew what was necessary
liquifaction of hydrogen.

for the

After several unsuccessful

attempts Dewar was the first to liquify hydrogen gas in
1898.

He was not able to get a precise thermometric measure-

ment because his the1·mometer, based on electrical resistivity would not work at that low temperatw~e. 35 .However,
he did estimate the

ter~erature

to be about 20'or

30~~

In the liquifactionprocess Dewar had to be extremely
careful.

Hydrogen is a very explosive gas and must be

handled with care.
from the system.

Also all impurities had to be removed
At such a low temperature any foreign

substance, such as oxygen, would freeze in the tubes and
clog the device.

Such a stoppage would result in an

explosion •
. . . Dewar's last great success was the solidification of
hydrogen.

The apparatus consisted of a vacuum vessel con-

taining liquid hydrogen within a similar vessel containing
1 iquid air.

This concentric setup of con_tainers prevented

too great an influx of heat.

He then proceeded to

pu~v

off the vapor above the liquid hydroggn until the vapor
pressure was about 5cm of mercury.

E'ventwzlly the triple

point was reached at an estimated 16 °K.
:;) 3 G.5"'

::B' ~fo s

.4s

the vap or pressure
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was further decrea.sed, the corresponding temperature was
decreased to about 12~K.,36

At first DeUXJ,r thought this

to be the last step in the production of absolute zero.
Bv,t soon. he found that helium had a boiling point lower
that the temperatu·re of solid hydrogen.

The final gas to be liquijied in the approach to
absolute

ze7~o

was hel fum.

Numerous efforts had been

made at the liquifaction of helium and to find its crz'tic al.
point~

engine.

In 1896 Olszewski used a Cailletet type expansion
He used a compression pressure of 140 atmospheres

and liquid air temveratures as the starting point.
ever, his attempts were unsuccessful.
effort was made by Travers in 1903.

How-

Another unsatisfactory
He strongly pumped

hydrogen down to a te~verature of 12~( and a starting pressure of ·6o atmospheres.

Ols zewshi tried again in 1905 arzc

Kmnerl ingh Onnes also made the attempt; both used Cailletet
type liguifiers, and both were unsuccessjul. 37
Finally, they realized that it wottld be necessary
to

v~e

the

Joule-~ao mso nprinciple.

The helium

mv~t

exhibit

·a cooling effect when it passe<J through the nozzle. So it

,;wtrs1on

was necessary to hnow the ar ·' ·

7

point and be certain that

the ter:-zperature of the hel iwn was bel ow this temp erature.
In 1904 Dewar made a study at lig_u id hydrogen temperatures
of helium absorption on charco al , and est.imated that the
critical poz'nt

was a.t 6°K.

If this were the case it would

3:l

be possible to use the Joule-Tnomson liguifier.

However, in

1905 Olszewsl£i estimated the critical te111pe7·ature to be 1 °K.
In 1906 a s·tudy of a helium hydrogen mixture led Kamerlingh
ag?~ee

Onnes to

with Olszewski's

da·ta~

T'aey lmew that if

the c'!·it ical point were 1 °K the chore of attaining this

.

ten~erature

in the pre-cooling would be hopeless.

But in

1907 Onnes made a more accurate survey by studying the
isotherms and decided that DeUX2r had been right in his
predictions and tli.~t the critical tenz.perature wds 5•to 6°1(,38
Kamerlingh Onnes was the first to li_quify helium at
Leiden in 190&.

At first he did .riot realize that he had

succeeded because the liquid ·helium is so clear it is
difficult to observe.

However, he finally was able to see

it when a light turned on below the liquid reflected off the
surface.
sion.

The liquid helium has a. very small surface ten-

The meniscus of the liquid is hardly apparent where

it co mes in contact with the glass wall of the container.
1'his is due to the specific qualities of the helium near
absolute zero.39
After his success with the liquifaction Onnes tried to
solidify helium.

lie employed the same method. as was

t~ed

with the other gases such as oxygen and hydrogen--evaporating the helium at a low tem..:oerature until it was alrnost
gone, and then pressure pum.,:oing it down to · 1/100 atmosphere •

•
No sol icZ w:zs produced even though he had .reached about
,, l+K.
In 1909 Onnes purr.ped the pressure down to 2mm with a resultant
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temperature of 1.38°K, and then later further pumping brought
the pressure down to .2mm, producing a teraperature of 1. 04 °K.
The solid uxts not produced and no pump was capable of attaining any .lower pressure.

Ev,en as late as 1922 a system of

.

twelve diffusion pumps were set to work over the 1 i quid
helium bringing the temperature down to
no so.l idQ 40
~

.B3~K,

but still

Point Enerqu
T'!hen using the evaporation method of lowering the tem..ver-

-.

ature of hydrogen and . helium the result was somewhat different than had been predicted from previous evaporation-s
of oxygen.

It was found thcd a ??r'J.ch lower amount of heat

energy was necessary than expected to evaporate the liquid.
There seemed 't o be some unaccounted for energyG

The thermal

energy of a body at a certain temperatu·re is the amount of
heat needed to be put into the substance to bring it to
that temperature from absolute zero.
temperature is near
even close

~o

absolu~e

zero the total energy is not

being equal to the thermal energy, as it is

at higher temperatures.
energy.

However, when the

A large part is the

~ero-point

The total energy is due to the atomic vibrations

rather than thermal energy.

The zero-point energy is cons-·

.t ant and does not depend on the temper·ature of the body.

-.

Tnerefore, it becomes a much more important factor at an
extremely low temperature where the thermal energy is small.
This zero-point energy has been predicted by the quantum theory,
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but was no·!., accounted for in classical thought.

Therefore

when classical physicists added thermal energy to a liquid
for evap oration they found that the hydrogen or helium would
begin to evaporate before
a

r~ceiving

amount of energy.

suffic~ent

what they thought to be

This unknown zero-point

energy augr,-zented the total inte..,nal energy available to
contribute to the evapo1·at ion.
Helium has a particularly
high zero-point ene1·gy, and
-···
for this reason regardless of how close to absolute zero
the temperature was made the liQuid would not solidify
at atmospheric pressure.

The .zero-point energy was stronger

than the cohesive forces so the molecules were not hound
in a crystal.
sure is

appli~d

Only when a minimum of 25 atmospheres presto the liquid are the molecules forced into

close enough proximity for them to form the crystal lattice
of the solid.

From here, in order to achieve any fur·ther reduction
in temperature, it is necessary to go to a new school of
thought in low tel7i:..verature physics.
suing lower

te~veratures

However,. before pur-

it will be beneficial to discuss

some of the methods and apparatv..s v...sed for helium 1 i quifact ion.
Fig. 12 shows a diagram oj a general type helium
In this system the CJ, c2, and c3 , are coolers,
with c3 based on the ·J oule-Thomson principle of coolingo

liquifier.

Xj, X2, and X3 are heat interch,angers.

C1 is either air
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_:_'-'J~LM-. --------. (,~K<,~u\,
.

X,

C,.

-- • ~
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(nitrogen or oxygen) or an expansion engine.

It serves

c2 is either liquid

to purify and pre-cool the helium.

hydrogen or an expansion engine which TmJ.st produce a
te~P.perature within the inversion curve. 42
The temperature should be below 15 1 K for the greatest
liquifaction efficiency,

E; •

It is possible to calcu-

late the data which will give a maxirnum efficiency in a
liquijier.

All cirpulation liquifiers utilize an isenthalpic

type process, and the gas is 1 i quifi ed at a constant rate in, ·
these cyclic processes.

Consider that IJA, PA, and TA .a re

the enthalpy, pressure and te~erature respectively for the .
gas entering .t he expan,sion valve.

HL, PL' and Tz pertain to

the . parp, of: the gas which was liqui:[ied upon expar.sion, and
HB, PB' and TB refer to the
through the heat exchanger.

e~anded

E;

gas which

retur~~

i.s the constant amount

of gas liquified each time and, therejo1e, 1-

~

is the

fraction which rema_ins in the gaseous state after the expansion.

Since the total enthalpy is COiWe/ved,

so

where

E.

is the liquifaction efficiency.

desirable to have

E:.

be r,za::c i mum.

Naturally, it is

PB' TB, PL, TL, and TA

are fixed by the design of the system, a?UZ liB and JiL.,are
constant, . so the

G depends on the different values of HA.
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is a
(22) for

ma~imum

€;

when HA is mini mum according to equation

aboveG

Since HA is minimum

( b~\
0? )\

-=

0

- It has also been shown previously in equation

(21) that

combining with this the definition of specific heat

so

Ther_efore, for a maximum yield the temperature and p7·es.s ure
combination mt!-St lie on the inversion curve.
Beginning in about 1930 a great many liquifiers were
being designed.

In that year Ruhemann designed a simple

Joul e-Thow.son type helium 1 i quifi er.

The heat exchanger

consisted of a copper tube within a German silver tube.
This concentric

set~

was then wound in a spiral and en-

closed in a vacuum jacket.
to an expansion valve.

The jacket in turn was t;zttached

The whole device was placed within

a dewar of either liquid air or liquid hydrogen.

It yields

about 40 cm 3/hour.43
A. P. Keesom constructed two different types of low
temperature devices.

In 1932 he produced· the lowest ' -:

tel![perature ever attained up until that time - by using a

--
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more powerful pumping system than had been used in the past
on 1 i quid hel iwno

The helium was pumped until the vapor

pressure was 0. 0036mm llg> which produced a temperature of
44 In 1933 Keesom constructed an air liquijier
0.726°K.
consistir:g of a four stage cascade.

·cas 1/1 was ammonia (NI-13)

112 was ethylene (C;!!4 J~ 113 was methane (C'H4 ), and #4 was

nitrogen (JJ2)•

This machine had a far greater efficiency

than eithe1· the Linde or Claude rnachines.

Since it was

never necessary to have the pressure below J. atmosphere.
However, this machine would not be useful for helium or
hydrogen since refrigerants ar·e not available at 50°K. 45
In 1934 P. Kapitza built the first successful helium liquifier which had an expansion engine rather than liquid
hydrogen.

The helium is compressed to 30 atmospheres and

pre-cooled by liquid nitrogen.

The gas is divided so that

most of it goes through the expanSion .engine and retur1w
through the heat exchangers.

But about

B%

o.f the com-

pressed gas goes through the exchangers where it is further
cooled and then expands through a Joul e-Tho'll'.son valve.
This is very similar to the Claude process used in air
liquijaction except that by pre-cooling with liquid nitrogen
the starting te7tzperature is llrUCh lower so the helium may
be liquijied.

A space of .002 inches is left between the

· piston and the cylinder so that the air leak acts as the
lubricant and no oil is necessary.

1..7 liters/hour of liquid helium.

The apparattts produces
This liquijier was used
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until 1950 in the JJond Laboratory at Cambridge.46
In 1939 Kapit:::a irnp-,·oved upon the 1 iquijaction process by t"-Sing a turbine which operates at a lower pressure

and is therefore less e.xpensiz)e and safer to operate. 47
In 1961 J(apitza and Danilov mo4e certain revisions
on Kapitza's original model so that the liquifaction rate
was 5 liters per hour,

Then again in 1962 further improvements

enabled the machine - to produce 18 liters of liquid helium
. ..
~

per hour.

This final liquifier was larger and used a

second expansion engine r·ather than the 1 i quid nitrogen.
The compressed gas flows in at 20 to 25 atmospheres and -is
then divided -into three parts.

One-third goes to the first

expansion engine, one-third to the $econd expansion engine,
and the final one-third through the Joule-Thomson stage.
In this way 5% of the gas is liquified. 48
One of the greatest contributors to the progress in
gas liquifaction u:as Professors.

c.

Collins of MIT.

He

designed and built a coramercial helium 1 iquifier which was
marlzeted by the A.D. Little Co. in 1964.

Because of this

machine liquid helium became easily attainable, while previov..sly it had been a rarity.

This accomplishment meant so

much to low temperature research that the years before
1946 are sometimes referred to as the B.C. (before Colli1w)
of 1 ow temperature research. 49

It has also been said

about Collins' worh that 'probably the greatest

sing~e

stimu1us to the development of research sorh at the lowest temperatures has been due to the design of a helium

/
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liquifiei· by S.C. Collins which operates, if necessary,
without any pre-cooling ••• u50
designe d at h7T in 1947.

The Collins 1 i gu ifi er was

The apparatus is similar to that

of Kapitza with the exception that Collins el71.ployed two
expansion engines instead of the liquid nitrogen coolingo
Coll in...s used a hard nitrided nitro-alloy steel for the
engines so that there was only .0004 inches between the
piston and the
negligible.

cylir~er .

In this way the gas leakage is

The construction of the heat exchanger provided

much greater efficiency.

The helium gas is at the high pre.s.-

sure of 14 atmospheres and flows within copper fins allowing for greater contact with the low pressure gas which
is to be cooled.

The piston and va.Zve rods are always

under tension instead of compress ion so that stainless
steel could be v...sed and thus the heat influx is smaller.
!{'he worhing parts of the system are surrounded by liquid
helium in,stead of an evacuated area.

The wh_ole assembly

is enclosed in a heat exchanger within a dewar vessel;

therefore, there is less chance of the type of trouble
wh-ich arises with a vacuum assembly.

This also makes the

1 iquifier better from a rr.aintanence point of view because
any small leak of the helz·um into the surrounding area is
no problem as it would be if the helium leaked into an
.evacuated area.
The gas in the liquifier experiences. an adiabatic
reversible expansion with the piston and cylinder.

This

expansion lowers the temperature and pressure to within the
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inversion curve.
Thomson nozzle.

The second expansion is through a JouleSometimes two piston and cylinder expan-

sions are necessary before the Joule-Thomson effect is
enz.._uloyecl.

T'ae liquifaction fate is 2 to 3 liters/hour.

Finally, by pumping the vapor off over the 1 iquid helium

.

a :· temperature · of between • 7t>and 1° K can be attained.
not possible to reach a

te~~erature

below

.7~K

by

It is

pun~ing,

'J

except with the rare isotope lie..; which can be pumped down
-

.···

If the pumping is continued beyond the • 7°K on
the liquid helium a layer of the liquid, which is a superfluid at this · temperature, will creep up the walls of the
pu~~.

This lr::-yer extracts heat from the walls of the

v~uorizes

and then recor4enses, giving·

~v

pur:~,

its heat of con-

densation to the system • . Such a process is similar to a
hea·t leali and serves to warm the r.est of the liquid.
In 1948 F.E. Simon made a small helium 1 i quifi er.

T'ae

percentage yield is dependent upon the pressure and temperature of the gas entering the expansion.

It is impractical

tor this s mall liquifier to build a compressor as part of
the system; so, instead it operates from a cylinder of
compressed helium.

The helium gas must be at-a pressure

of about 150 atmospheres.

Liquid hydrogen is used and the

area above the hydrogen is pwn_,:oed off until the hydrogen
solidifies at about lO'to ll.,K.

The liquifier consists of

a single expansion engine through which the
~·

co~.press~d

'

hel tum

slowly expands adiabatically down to one atmosphere pressure

and is liquified.
Tl1.e liquifier sho wn in Fig. 13 is a large Linde-type
helium 1 i quifi er developed by A.Je Croft for use at the
Clare ncion La bora·tory.
of ·l iquid hydrogeno

This system requires a lar·ge supply
It has three seaprate ..stages a71.d only

the last exchanger and the liquid helium chamber are enclosed in a vacuum.

The first stage is a liquid air dewar.

The helium is purified over charcoal and then pre-cooled
by liquid air.

~nis

same stage also uses the ret urning

cold helium gas ·as a precoolant.

The second stage is a
\)~~"tV\

·--·-··--· -··- .£... .---- .-.. . ~~ . - ~ _.. ,.,. ,. ,. . . . . ._''

~

I

'

C.h~c..o0.

- l.:~,~.~ F~;.-
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deu.;ar containing 1 i quid hydrogen at a reduced pressure of
70mm Hg~ and a temperature of 14 °K.

The coll'._,:oressed helium

flows through a tube submerged in liquid hydrogen and is
further pre·-cooled.
exchanger.

1'he third and final stage is a Linde

It has a two stage Reavell compressor which

con?presses 50 m3 of hel tum to 27 atmospheres pressure per
hour.

The liquifier yields 12 liters/hour.

To accomplish

this the liquifier requires 1.5 liters of liquid hydrogen
per liter of liquid helium produced.
The Philips-Sterling cycle, developed during 19631965, .utilizes a set of four piston movements to produce
liquifaction.

Fig. 14 is a diagram of the piston motion.

1'here are four successive steps.
the gas in D.

Then the gas is

First, B piston cor,wresses

tra7~ferred

through the re-

generator, G, to E by the movement of the displacer, C.
l>(ow, for the expansion of the gas·in E. space; C and B
move together.

Finally, the gas is transferred back through

G to D and the whole cycle is repeated.
coils, H,

re~~ve

isothermal.

1'he water-cooling

the heat so that the compression is

After further study they carried out the ex-

pansion in two stages; and when using helium as a working
go.$ the temperature got down to l2°K. 55
:I'he Phillips Co7r.pany in Eindhoven developed a s mall,
. inexpensive air liquifier from the Sterling hot-air engine
described by Kohler and Jonkers in 1954 • . On the right in
Fig. 15 the gas is isothermally corr.pressed.
the two pistons is out of phase.
the left side
/

ar~

The motion of

The pistons then move to

expand the gas in such a manner that the
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cooling of the gas is cumulative.

The gas .is then forced

through the regenerator, which is like a heat exchanger
except that it acts as a thermal reservoir retaining the
cold so it is good

disc,ontinous flow. · ::rae apparatus

fo7~

has discpntinuous f.Zow since the pistons move from one
side to the otherc

Helium or hydrogen gas is used as a

working substance in the closed circuit, and atmospheric
air condenses on

t.~e

cold head at the left side.

system, however, has not been

e~~loyed

This

for the liquifaction

_of hydrogen or helium.55
T'aere are certain considerations which rrrust be
accounted for in the cor.struct ion of a hydrogen or . helium
liQ."f!-ifier.
for easy

The liquifier valve mus-t be designed to allow

co~truction

and maintence and it must have the

.ability to supply 1 iquified gas. · Generally it is necessary
to maintain a high vacuum surrounding, and sometimes this
can be quite a problem.

It can be solved either by v.sing

the Linde-type exchanger or with the Collins setup where
few of the actual working parts are exposed to the high
vacuum.

It is imperative that the heat exchanger prevent

any excessive heat

inflv~

or leakage,and it ts, therefore,
one of the most difficult parts to construct. 56 Also it
is necessary to determine (usually experimentally) how much

gas and at what pressure and temperature it should be
delivered .. for the greatest efficiency in- liquifaction.
A higher optimum operating pressure is required for the
liquifaction of hydrogen than for helium.
large

(lyd7~(lgen

Most of the

1 i quifi ers are of the Lir.,rie-type with an
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ir.put pressure of between 150 and 200 atmospheres, a precooling telll:,_7Jerature at 63°to 66°!( and thus an efficiency of
57
22 to 3o-'/o.
2.ne gas used in the 1 i quifi ers must always
be completely pure so as to avoid freezing of the impurities
and clogging parts, particularly in the circulation liquifiers.

There are three groups of impurities which most often

o.ccur in helium gas; oil vapor from the compressor, water -~,
vapor and oxygen, nitrogen or hydrogen gas. 58 The water vapor
and other gases which may be present can be removed by z.tsing
a charcoal trap, provided there is not too much water vapor.
Otherwise the trap will become saturated and · lose its effectiveness.
In the Collins liquifier there are containers of absorbent
charcoal right in the high pressure · circuit before the gas
enters the

e~ansion

engines.

This is effective; however, it

is more satisfactory if the impurities· are removed from

the

heliu~

many oj the
co~~act

before the gas enters the
s~~ller

pre-co~ling

liquijiers, where it is vital to have a

system, the gas can be purified and

one step by

v~ing

stage. In

pre-~ooled

in

a liquid nitrogen charcoal trqp.

To eliminate oil impurities either the compressor can
be constructed to use the air leakage as the lubr icant so that
no otl is necessary, or it must be
of oil into the

ga~

~~de

stream is prevenfed.

so that any carry-over

One method is to .

have the high pressure gas pass through an oil filter as it
leaves the

co~pressor.

T7~e

necessary type of oil filter is

generally a vessel of copper or steel wool.

The container

must be large enough so that the gas stream does not have
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too great a velocity as it passes through the filter;
otherwise, the oil will not have time to collect in the
wool •
•sec Q):J£1

.fillfi _:;;]} i.:r..!l ."4aut§. .Q;[ Z/.:!:§,]:JE.O.dttnam i cs

Before continuing with the methods of reducing
tem,_,o:eratures, it will be helpful to take a brief looh at
the second and third laws of thermodynamics and some of
the implications and postulates derived from them.
The second law .states that the entropy mz.tst either
increase or remain constant in all naturally occurring
processes.

The entropy is the Quantity of heat divided

. by the absolute teTi'l_;_-oerature at which thi.s heat was produced,

s~: ~

:4.2
I

or, the entropy is sometimes known just as the measure of
the degree of disorder in a system.

As the heat in a system

is increas ed the motion becomes more irregular

a~~,

therefore,

the disorderly pattern--the entropy--is increased.
The third law of thermodynamic·s, or·iginally lmown as
the Nernst-Heat Theorem when postulated by

E~lther

llernst

in 1906, states that the "entropy change in a chemical
reaction tends to vanish as the teTl"perature approaches
absolute zero. "59

The conscept of the unattainability of

absolute zero had been in the minds of scientists for several
years.

In the 19th century the classica.Z physicists stated

that .zero degrees was

unattair~ble;

correct reasons for their beliefs.

howeve1, they had inAccording to the c.Zassical

theory, "to cool any T:'.aterial to absolute zero an infinite
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amount of zc~)rk would have to be done on an ideal heat
60
engine.
The invalidity of this statement is easily
11

seen when we remember that lt is impossible to divide
infinity.

Therefore, an infinite amount of worh would be

needed to cool from any temperature, say • 001° K, down to
absolute zero according to · classical thought.

But the

quantity of heat left in a substance at .001°K is extremely
s7liall.

Therefore, an infinite amount of work would not be
-

~-.

needed to remove this small bit of heat; but, the engine would
have to go through an infinite number of cycles to do it.
Another classical belief stated by Amontons was that the
e nergy and rr2ot ion approached zero as the teTfl.peratur.e approached zero. 61 However, ·according to the quantum theory, it is
the entropy which approaches zero as the teTfl.perature approaches · ze·ro.

Einstein proposed that the specific heat, rather

than being a constant for all tem.peratures, is zero at
0 K and then increases until it finally remains constant.
He also said that the entropy at 0°K is zero rather than
negative infinity in accordance with the classical thought.6 2
To show the validity of the unattainability statement,
a.s worded by Fowler and Guggenheim, that "it is impossible
i n principle by any process, however idealized, to attain
the absolute zero in a finite number cf steps," 63 consider
t he entropy in terms of some parameter ( i.e. pressure,
volume or applied field).

' -:

Prom the third law of thermo-

dynamics, we know the entropy difference between different
states approaches zero as the absolute temperature approaches
-.

.
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zero.

In Fig. 16 the entropy is in terms of the parameter,

pressure.,

A to B is an isothermal reduction of entropy.

This lo wer ing of the ent? opy, S, is accomplished in terms
1

of the parameter.

The pressure is increased, and as the

s
~'VS

T

6' f

substance is

co~ressed

from P0 to Pi there is less space

for random motion, and, therefore, the degree of disorder
(entropy) is less.
interchanger.

The heat of

co ~~ res s ion

is removed by

a~

The next step, B to C, is an adiabatic reversible

process, again in terms of the parame ter.

The pressure is

reduced fro m Pi bach to P 0 slowly which is _ equivalent to an
~:xpansion

entropy

cycle.

remai~~

Since the process is reversible, the
constant.

Therefore, the

te~o erat~re

must
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fall to be i.n agreement with the entropy.

This process will

be explqined experimentally and in further detail in the maginetic cooling section.

Prom the figure it is easily seen

that due to the convergence of the S curves as T decreases,
an infinite series of processes are

7~equired

to reach 0°K.

Absolui£ TemDerature Scale
One method of defining the absolute temperature scale

~,
T......

is

:t

~

Q,

Thus two sets of tew.peratU7 es have equivalent differences
4

if their ratios are the sameo

So a decrease f7·om lo-3 to

lo-5 is equivalent to a drop from 300 K to 3 K even ·though the
first is only a decrease of .00099
a change of 297 K.
that the

~(while

the latter is

This -definition points to the conclusion

ten~erature

scale is not.actually linear, but obviously

logrithmic near absolute zero, becoming asymptotic to the
zero axis with an infinite approach to zero. 6 5 The absolute zero in temperature is 10-0Q if temperature is expressed in scientific notation since:
1,000 K = 10 3 K
1 K = 10° K
-4

.0001 K = 10- K, etc.

\ ~

C'HAPT:E'R I I

MAGNETIC COOLING

OF
PAF.AMAGNETIC SALTS

As has

beenpreviov~ly

stated, the minimum limit of

low temJJerature production by pumping off the vapor over·
the 1 i quid helium is approximate.ly • 7 cK.

Zn 1926 William

Francis Giauque in America, and Peter Debye in Germany
. each proposed the idea of magnetic cooling.

They felt

that ordering the remaining disordered magnetic dipol"'es
in a paramagnet tc salt at the 1 i quid helium temperature
would caus·e the temperature to drop far below that reached
with liquid helium.
Debye and Giauque were not able to investigate their
theories experimentally due to a lack of equipment.

How-

ever, the method which they proposed is still the basis for
paramagneti c cooling today, although the fields and salts
have . been i mproved since then*

Their idea was to use liquid

helium to pre-cool the paramagnetic salt down to l°K.
· is point A in Fig. 19.,

This

Now a magnetic field of approximately

20,oo'o gauss is applied and the thermal energy due to magnetization causes the temperature to rise i mmediat ely to approximately 9°K. 65 However, the application of the field takes .
place slowly enough so that the liquid helium can cool the
salt ·back dou)n, to 1 K; so the magnetization is effectively
isother ma l~

As the salt cools to 1 K it traces the path on

the field entropy curve to point C, mhere the entropy is again
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the same as it was at the beginning prior to magnetization.
Now the field is removed adiabatically so there is no change
in the entropy.

The value fdr ihe salt on the entropy

versus {emperature curve moves from C to D--from the field
curve to.the curve for no magnetic field, H

= o.

Notice that

this cart.Ses a large drop in tenweratur·e down to about • 01 K.
Giauque and Debye's prediction that magnetic cooling
would be a successful means of producing lower tell7J)eratures
was based on Uo..xz!)ell 's electrodynamic theory formulated in .
the second half of the 19th century.

J.fo~;ell

's theory states

that "a magnetic field is always connected with the raotion,
and in particular with the rotation of an electric charge. u 6 7
E.Zectrons are associated with magnetic fields in two ways:
their orbiting about the nucleus and their own spins or
rotation about their axes.

The magnetic moment of the atom

is either due to the orbital moti6n of the

spin of the electron about its own cais.

elect~on

or the

Therefore, if all

the electrons pair off in their spir:s there is no net
magnetic mo ment-.

However, if in the ion one electron does

not have another of opposite !:.'])in with which to pair off,
-there will be a magnetic moment, and therefore, alignment
when a field is applied.

The magnetic field does not actually

align the magnetic mornent, but it causes precession of the
· axis of the magnetic moment about the direction of the applied
field.
T'ais was proven experimentally by Giauque and JJacDougall
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~iersma,

in 1933 at Berkeley; deHaas,

and Kiamers in 1933 at

Leiden; and Kurti and Simon in 1934 at Oxford.

The method

i s analogous to that used for cooling gases with it.s
isothermal corlz_,:ore.s.s ion and adiabatic expansion.

Here there

i s an isothermal magnetization followed by an adiabatic

demagnetization. (Pig. ').0)

;H

t'l\f l '"'''\

Y'r'b>

.J

T

s

'"-\ncl o. -.~

T

04-----

Since the demagnetization is reversible and adiabatic it
takes place at constant entropy.,

For a certain range of

temperatures the entropy due to the spins remains unchanged
as the t .e mperature changes.

Eventually though, according to

the third law of thermodynamics, the spins must become ordered

.

since the entropy,- S, approaches zero as the tell7.perature
approaches zero.

Since temperatu1e is a measure of

··

entr~vy,

the lowering of the entropy due to the magnetic alignment
will result in a lower temperature.
Vlhen applying the field the atomic vibrations. and thermal
agitation caused by application of the field teT'.d to lfeep the
spins disordered; however, if the field is of the right
strength the spin alignment cannot be prevented by the disqrdering effect.

Trle vibrational entropy

mv~t

be small

compared with the change in magnetic entropy due to the field.
2."he vibrational entropy is actually negl i gi bl e at l'°K.
P_ar.amaqn:etic Salts
Paramagnetic salts are used as .the material to be magnetically cooled.
magnetic.

A substance which is paramagnetic is weakly

The nmgnetic moments are too far apart for strong

·interaction.

Therefore, there is no internal ordering due

to ionic interactions; so with a zero field a state of conplete
disorder exists.

Tlze salt c1ystals contain paramagnetic ions

which have a non-zero resultant angular momentum or magnetic.
moment.

The good magnetic ions are those which have an un-

filled energy level in a partially filled inner shell.

The

completed outer shells serve to make the ion somewhat magnetically dilute so that there will be the rJ.e.c-:;ired effect of no

-~~---------------------------------
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interaction.
dipole.

In this way each ion acts as an

in~ependent

Tlze paramagnetic salts ac·t at low temperatures as

iron and steel do at room temperature.
The paramagnetic salts have internal magnetic dipoles
which are still disordered at
field

.
will

lQ!~

Howeve~,

order the electron spin moment.

the magnetic
This is be-

cause the electron.s are orbiting in a steady magnetic field
and therefore the torque between the magnetic moment and
the field causes a precession of ,the angular momentum
vector about the field.
The electron has

aj~

intri ns ic spin about its own

axis in addition to its orbi·t about the nucleus.
field is applied the

o~es

When no

point in arbitrary directions.

However, when a magnetic field is applied across the mat'eri al,
the axes are pointed in the general direction of the
and they precess about the B direction (F ig. 20).

field

A mag-

netic effect is also produced by uncompensated spin of
valence electrons in ions which have incornplete outer shells.
Apparat;us
The apparatus for performing the magnetic cooling must
be very carefully planned and constructed.

First of all a

low starting temperature is needed; otherwise the magnetic
field necessary to produce the alignment would have t.o be
jar greater than

c~n

be easily produc-ed and handled.

Also ~

at higher temperatures the spin and lattice entropy are

insig~

nificant compared with the total entropy of the substance, so
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that aligm.,ent would not result in a noticeable temperature
drop above abou·t 1 °K.

The low temperature of approximately

1 °K is rnain·tained by a system of concentric Dewar vessels.

The innermost vessel, directly outside the one housing the
salt, contai ns liquid

helium~

This cryostat containing the '

1 i quid helium has · a large vacuum pump to keep the temperature

of the liquid helium low.

It in turn is surrounded by a

vessel of boiling l .i quid helium, then a vessel of 1 i quid
hydrogen and finally the outermost vessel contaiiw liquid
air.
Magnets
Another i mportant part of the apparatus is the magnetic
field.

It is necessary to have a field which can be turned

on and off across the cryostat.
·volume uniformly.

1~e

field

mv~t

cover a large

If the field is not homogeneous, different

temperatures will be produced in different areas of the
sample.

The field must be free . of ripple, because any ripple

would cause heating immed i_ately before the demagnetization and ·
cancel the cooling.

lifagnets with high self-inductance gener-

ally have the least ripple.

In 1954

deKlerh and Hudson

devised an iron cored magnet powe·red by a generator which pr-oduced a good field.

On the other hand, soleniod has low self-

i;~uctance and, therefore, is very hard to cure of ripple. 69

Tne field produced must be s mo othly reduc Lble rather than
being lowered in jumps .
In order for the mngnet to remove the spin-disorder entropy
a field of 10 to 50 kilo

ga~ss

is required.

iety of different magnets which-can be used.

There are a varThe electromagnet
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is the

si~~lest

and least expensive of all, and it is good

for a field up to 15 to 20 lzil ogauss.

The r!eiss magnet is ·.: .

the standard type electromagnet. It contains approximately
2 tons of ferromag net ic iron in the core, and is U-shaped
with a pple gap of approximately 4 centimeters. 70

The ~7eiss

magnet requires a very s mall power input of only about 15 . hT7.
2'he drawbacr.,s with the iron core el ec tromagne ts are that
it is very large and bulhy; it is limi·tecl by the magnetic
saturation o.f the iron and is not very effective for high .
fields.

T'nis type of magnet is used most often when only a

cor!'.par.itively low field is needed a'!'.d an
is desireable to produce this field. 71

inexpensive magnet

Another type of magnet which can be used in the system is
the coil rnagnet.

The only limits on the field produced are

how much' electric power is available, the mechanical strength
of the parts and the extraction of the· Jotcle heat from the
system; it is very difficult to remove so much power diss~vation

from such a

s~~ll

volume.

However, with an intensive-

ly cooled solenoid a field of 100 kilogauss ca~ be produced.72
2'here are actually two types of coil magnets; normal coil
magnets and pulsed coil magnets.

2'he first type has very

high power coils and the field produced is given by Fabry's
.

law: ·
·where .

1

H = G(Wk/af)2
a = inner

i~ad ius

of the coil

f_= specific electrical resistivity of wire
k =space filling factor for the winding
W =power dissipated
G = dimensionless geometric equality factor
dependent on the shape of the winding and
the current distribution. 0.15 G 0.25
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2.71.e nc1mal solenoids are now used as a source of ·
fields above 150-200 hiloOested.

Below this it is easier

to use a sttperco11.ducting magnet. 73
The pulsed coil magnets do not need as large a generator as the n.orma.Z coil magnets.

Experiments which can

be completed during the brief pulse of power from batteries
or discharge storage ca..,_vac itors are performed using the
pulsed coil magnets~74

s.

G. Bo Yntema,
.that 'hard'
currents

H., Autler, J. E. Kul'.zler, etc. showed

sv.percorul~tctors

w~ll

in a magnetic field will carry

above the thermodynamic critical field.

Therefore, the superconducting rr.aterials produced t-n wir.ef6rm can be wound into a solenoid. '2.77.ere are certain
limitations on this magnet as on all others.

LiQuid helium

is needed as a coolant in order to keep the substance in

its superconducting

form~

and the solenoid is irregular

in operating at low-fields.

However, it is a good alter-

native to the normal solenoid or iron-core
field of 10 hOe

H

m~agnet

for a

100-150 hOe. 75

Tl'zerma 7 Switch
A therrMtl switch is a vital part of the structure,
because without it one ·s ystem would not be capable of an
isothermal process immediately followed bJ:/ · an adiabatic one.
There are several different types of heat switches.

Above

' ..:

.5°K regular mechanical switches may be used to malr,e and break
thermal contact.

~~e

graphite switch is also used in about

that sw:te ter.·w erature rang e.

The principle o:f this switch

is basecl on the fact that its conductivity varies with the
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temperature..

At 10°K it is a good conductor and, therefore,

will allow the necessary exchange oj heat to main·tain an
isothermal process.

However, at 1 °K the graphite acts

as an insulator, so that after the entropy has been

dec?~eased

to an amr1rmt corresponding to l°K, the graphite will no longer
COiUluct and the outside contact is brolr,en.

No exchange of ·

heat will be possible through the insulator and the substance
can experience the__adiabatic phase.
Perhaps the most well known type of thermal switch is
hel tum gase
gases are.

The gas is a good conductor of heat, as all
Co~~ider

a magnetic cooling process.

The salt is

Burrounded by· the helium gas, and then the m..agnetic field
is q,pplied.

The temperature of the. salt crystal rises due

to the agi tat.i on st imu.lated by_ ·the applied field. · However,
.the gas conducts the heat out and· the salt is kept at the
terfl.perature of the surrounding 1 i quid helium, 1 °K, so the
isothermal magnetization is achieved.

T'ne helium gas is

then pur,r.ped out prior to the demagnetization so the area
surrounding the salt is evacuated and thus ir1.,.sulates the sample from any heat influx.

However, the helium gas is

not the best form of thermal switch..
cause unavoidable inaccuracies.

act~~ally

lfany of the properties

1'he gas may be absorbed

into the specimen and tt.1.us alter the spec_ iii c heat of the
matei~ial.

It takes too long to "open the switch," since

the gas mLtst all be pumped out forming a· vacuum
adiabatic demagnetization may be performed.

befo·~e

the

Also, at low

tell'.peratures the heat flow between two bodies is poor with
only SZfrface contact.

Liquid helium cannot be used because
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it is a superfluid below 2.19°K..

The superfluid forms

a film over all the surfaces with which it is in contact.
The helium will evaporate and recondense thus causing a large
heat in}lu..."C.

A mechanical contact is needed where the switch

is actua.] ly a PC!rt of the substance being cooled and a minimum

amount of heat due to vibration or friction is produced when
the contact is made or broken.
Hence, a superconducting switch is generally employed
below 1 K.

The paramagnetic salt and the liQuid helium bath

are connected by a stt_perconducting metal wire with a high
transition temperature.
. helium exchange gas.

This wire takes the place o:f the

The superconductor has the desireable

property that at 1°K the wire is in tee normal state if it
is in a. magnetic field,
is in the

but if the field is zero the wire

st~erconducting

state.

Therefore, while the

magnetic field is on and the alignment is taking place the
wire makes the contact between the 1 i Quid helium and the sample·
to be cooled.

During the demagne_tization, however, the

field has been -turned off.

T'nerefore, the contact is broken

since the wire is now in the superconduct ing state and acts
·as an

i'r'..sulatoi~.

The 'on' and 'off' positions of this therrfl.al

switch may be seen Quite clearly in Fig • .81.

The figure is

a graph of a warm up curve for a 3cc chromium potassium alum
ellipsoid connected to the helium bath by a · tantalum wire which
is 56 em long and 0.017 em indiameter.

From 0 to 9 minutes

on the curve the wire is in the superconducting state and the
heat influx to the salt is 7. 3 ergs/sec.

Between the space

from 9 to 11 minutes a 600 gauss field applied externally ·
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across the wire causes it to return to the normal state.

As

the wire becomes a conductor, the temperature of the salt
immediately rises.

J'he heat gain during the two minute
interval is 1.5 X 104 ergs. After the two minute period
the field is ·t urned off, the wire returns to the superconduct{ng state q_nd the heat inflv~ is down to 6. 7 ergs/sec. 77
Technical

JZg_ns..t..r.,:t-~cti on

and l'rocedure

Now that various aspects of the magnetic cooling system
have been explained it is possible to continue by actually
describing the procedure.

The salt is most susceptible

in either an ellipsoidal or spherical shape.

-

Some experi-

ments require that the ellipsoid be cut from a single crystal
of known orientation?8 while in others it makes no differenceo
Often a powder is

con~vressed

into the desired shape.

JJany

of the sa?P:ples, particularly the alums are unstable at
room temperature.

Therefore the crystal mv.st be protected

by a thin coating of varnish or Vaseline.

The sa(71.ples will

deteriorate even more quickly in a dry climate like that
found in the United States.7 9
The sample must be suspended inside a glass or metal
vacuum jacket which is within the vessel of liquid helium.
The salt may either be mounted on a glass pedestal or susperuled by a thin nylon or cotton thread.

It is important that

· the support be of a substance which has low heat conductivity

so that thermal isolation can be achieved during the demagnetization.

Radiation screens

pEevent any radiated heat

flv~

surrour~

the sample so as to

from entering.
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The salt should be chosen so that only about one-fiftieth
of the atom,s contain a magne-t,ic electron.

In this way there

can be no interaction between the fields of the electronso
A good s·ample is iron ammonium alum which has twelve molecules
·· of

llXJ,ter.Joii~ed.

in crystallization.

The formula is

FeNH4 (SO 4 J2 ·1Z.T:J2 o where Fe is the on)y magnetic electron. 80
The other fifty-one a·re no-rr.agnetic.

J."'here are about twelve

other paramagnetic salts which exhibit the same property;
however, the iron ammonium alum and chromium potass fum alum.
are the two mos·t often

used for the adiabatic de?izagnetiza-

tion.81

'

The most frequently described methods for adiabatic
demagnetization ernploy the helium gas as the thermal switcho
Th_e .. apparatus is ·in "four stages through -which the ., cooling is
accolP.pl ished.

The cryostat is put between the poles oj an

electromagnet, and when the field is turned on the heat
· given out by the salt is carried by the exchange _gas to the
liquid

~elium

bath. This helium exchange gas is pumped to

-rr
82
a pressure of - 1 mm n.g_.

When the field is turned on around the specimen the
. ground state splits in "t-o (2J + 1) energy 1 evels containing
the ions.

This means that the electrons are more o?·dered

ancl therefore, the entropy is lo wer .

For this magnet ic

cooling to be effective the vibrational

-

entr~DY

of

the

-

lattice has to be small com.lJa·r ed to the change in magnetic
entropy caz.tsed by the magnet ization. 83

This is generally

the c a.se unless for some reason the electron .spir,s were
previously aligned.
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Some of the -types of interaction on parar.agnetic
salts are: (1) the Stark splitting caused by the electric
field which is pr·oduced by nonmagnetic surrounding atoms,
(2) magnetic coupling between the ions such as dipole or

.

exchange interactions. (3) hyperfine ·structure splitting •
The magnetic cooling will be much more effective if these
interactions are not present prior to the magnetizatione
Otherwise the entr·opy change would not be as great.
In performing the experi ment, the field must be applied
for a time much longer than the time requtred to transfer
heat to the liquid helium bath.

Due to the lengthy

application of the field the rr.agnetization is essentia.Zly
isotherrr.al.

Once the heat of

magnetizatz~on.

is coni_,_vletely

removed, the exchange gas is pumped out and the system
is ready for the adiabatic deTiUJ,gnetization.

Since the

l'(lagnetization of the salt cai'-Sed work .to be done on the
body, the internal energy of the body increased, but the
temperature was held corzstant by the 1 i quid helium.

/Then

the field is removed adiabatically the internal energy
naturally becomes less so the temperature ., is lowered.
For success.fV-1 cooling then, the salt mi'-St have a
high specific heat; the system can only have a smal.Z heat
influx,· there must be good thermal contact between the
salt and the material to be

coole~

; and finally the

cooling from the spin system· needs to be trar.smitted to
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the lattice in a short time couwared to the duration of
the experiment.

.There is no problem with the tran,smission of

eri.ergy from the spin system to the lattice for adiabatic
dem.agnetization.

The .s pin:-spin relaxation time is inde-

pendent of temperature and is approximately 1o-10 seconds.
bx:Perimentally it

h~s

been calculated that the energy

change of the spin system is transmitted to the lattice
within a few secronds.

T'nerefore the lattice does actually
• sys t em. 84 ~mh ere zs
• some
coo 1 quz•t e soon a ft er th e spzn

disagreement on the times given above.
the spin-spin relaxation time is 10
lattice

rel~~ation

ti me is 10

_::>

v

-9

According to Garrett,
'

seconds and the spin--

seco~~s,

least one second to remove the field. 85

while it takes at
Nonetheless, the

relaxation ti mes are still considerable smaller than the
time necessary for demagnetization.

At first some scientists

feared that the relaxa.tion time would get larger at low
temperatures, but quite fortunately, the time span actually
decreased at lower temperatures.
:ro .prove
in

th~t
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·

an adiabatic · derr.agnetization does result

a decrease in temperature, consider the laws of thermo-

dynamics for magnetic fields:

\d..S::: du + Mdt-l
Where

Zf:::magnetic moment
H:::magnetic field

The specific hea·t is given by·:

ct\ ~ l~~~t\ ~ '\*)t'
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applying tlu; second law of T'aermodynamics,
TO.~=

t."a\

-\-t\D~)cH\

for an adiabatic demagnitiza.t ion. the entropy is constant, so
dS :::: 0

(~ dT

so

=.

-T(~ )dl-l

fo-r paramagnetic substances ("bt1}
= negative number since
.
0\
the change in the ·magnetic moment increases as the temperature
dec·reases.

Inorder to balance the equation a negative dl-1

will require d negative dT also.

2~erefore as

the field

is decreasing the tenwerature· will also decrease.
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The principle behind the success of ll'.agnetic cooling
may ·be explained as follows.

The magnetic field causes magnetic

carriers, the paramagnetic ions,

~o

orient themselves parallel

to the direction of the applied external field. The orientat ion 1:rzeans that there is a greater degree of order, and so
the entropy is lower.

The heat of magnetization is removed

by the thernal contact with the liguid helium and then the
contact is broken.

The insulated specimen undergoes an

adiabatic dem.agneti:::ation which is nearly thermodynamically
reversible, so the entropy remains corwtant.

Now thet the

salt is in a zero field with lower entropy than at the
beginning of the process, an internal ordering must take place
to replacdthe
macroscopic ordering due to the alignment with
I
the external field.
drops.
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For this internal ordering the

tell'~erature
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As with gas liquifaction, there are also certain limits
to magnetic cooling.

The final tempera ture depends on the . ',_

starting

the st_rength of the field, the Tfl.agnet i c

tel7'~veratu'J'·e,

properties of the

substance~

and the particular salt 1.1sed

since di:(J''erent salts have slightly
curves.

diffe7~ent

entropy

Ceroz.!S magnesium nitrate is the one which drops to ,

the lowest temperature--D. 003°K. B9 Therefore,

o. 003 6 K is

the .lowest temperature c apable of being produced by magnetic
cooling~

n2e methods of magnetic cooling described have all

corresponded to a single process; however, it is also possible - .
to perform a cascade del7'.agnetization. A two stage de~g
netization will not produce a temperature any lower. than is
attainable in one stage.

However, it is more economical since

the same reduption in t'einperature conzpleted in one step would
require a mv.ch greater magneti c field than is needed in
each of the stages of a cascade.
A schematic diagram of the two-stage magnetic cooling
is shown in Pig. 22.

With a field of only 5000 Oe this cas ..;
.

cade demagnetization will produce a temp erature of approximately

o. 001 °K.

L1 is the first t hermal switch, comprised

ofhelium exchange gas.

L2 is the second thermal switch which

is a svperconducting thennal link made of lead wire 3 em long

and • 3rmn in diameter.

s1

is iron ammoniz~r,~ alum, and

s2

is a diluted mixture of potassiurn chrome aium and potassium

aluminum alum crystals in a 20:1 ratio. -The
is to magnetize SJ. with L1 clos ed.

and demagnetize SJ..

~nen

procedu~e

open LJ., close L2

With L2 closed S2 becomes the tel7'.p erature

of s1 • _ Finally open L2 and de;,~agnetize S2 by continuing to .
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slowly lower the magnet until s2 is co mpletely out of the
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- -- -------Pierre Curie is credited with the discovery that the

magnetic .susceptibility is inversely proportional to the
absolute temperature.

This relationship is true since

the thermal agitation of the atoms which opposes the alignment
is weaker at lower.. temperatures.91

For the formu.Zation of

Curie's Law:
lf ==

X

lfagne_tization: magnetic mornent per unit volume

= .Lagnetic

susceptibility: the proportionality
const ant u;h ich relates the magnetization to the
magnetic field st7~ength, H.
lJJ == XI-I

X== U/H

so

Since the thermal energy in a bi!Jdy has a disordering
effect which opposes the magnetic moment alignment, the
s7.J£Ceptibility, X, ·is proportional to the inverse of the
absolute te77fPerature.
X

= C/T

Curie's Law

Only substances with isolated spins such_ as salts and
ions obey Curie's Law,

a~~ ~~•A

these materials do not con-

tinue to obey the law at very low temperatures.
For the lower temperatures 7'7eiss made a modification
on the Curie Law such that:
X:::

cfr-8

Curie-Weiss Law

where X is the sv_sc~vt ibility
is the lleiss constant

e

T'ae sign of t!Ji ndi ca ·tes the clirec;t ions of the different
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spin orientatio.ns--whether they are parallel or antiparallel, and if any of the orientations are due to
interactio ns.

As the absolute value of

(::),

\8\

is

approached by the temperature, the susceptibility even
.

.

deviates from the Curie Veiss law.

These deviations are

caused by "clustering in the orient at ions of the spins. n92
fl7zen the thenvzctl energy becomes conz.,varabl e with the
interac ·tion energy, or residual spli.tting . energy the limit
for .cooling by this method has been reachedo93
It is hard to cool the salt below the Curie Point because
it ta lies a large increase in the field to remove any ·app·reciable
amount of entropy.
_Becondar:,z1. Cool

i nq

paramagnetic salts are also useful in cooling other
substances.

A thermal medium is used for the ·transfer of

heat between the salt and the secor.dary material to be cooled.
The
Ojc

ste..~.:os

to ward thermal eguil ibrium, traced in the direction

the cooling, are as follows.

.l?i rst the heat is trans-

ferred_ from the spin system to the lattice system of the salt,
so that thernal egui 1 i briran exists within the salt itself.
lfext, the heat is tra;'2Sferred from the lattice to the trar,sfer
mediw:1. where t t is conducted to the secondary substance.
Finally equilibrium is attained in the substance and therefore
in

tl~e

whole system of salt, transfer mediu..m, and substance to

be cooled.

The best transfer media are cor,sidered to be

liquid helium and the non-superconducting metals.

94
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The

~~in

problem with this type of cooling is the

pararnagnetic salt itself.

These crystals have very

poor conductivity at low temperatures(O.l 0 J( and below).
Only the outer layer of the salt is active in the cooling
because it is the only part of the salt in direct contact
with the transfer medium. There are several ways, however,
that the thermal contacts can be inproved.

H'hen 1 i quid

helium is the conductor a bette·r contact can be made by using
powder or small crystals instead of one large crystal.

In this

way the surface area for thermal contact is increased.

In

order to av6id the other problem·os a heat leak due to the
creep of the superfluid the capsule containing the salt is
filled at roo m temperature with helium gas
atmospheres.

com~ressed

to 100

It is then sealed off and cooled, causing the

helium to condense and rr,ake good contact between the salt and ·
metal wall.

The secondary substance to be cooled is soldered

onto the outer wall.of the capsule.

For the metal to salt

contact, the area of contact must again be large.
salt

mv~t "~he

All of the

contact; however, a method such as glueing the

metal to the salt is not satisfactory.

T"ne best means of

contact is achieved by starting with the salt· in powdered
form and putting

numerov~

thin copper wires in it.

The powder

containing the wires is then compressed into a pill, and the
substan6e to be cooled and investigated is s6ldered to the pratrudingpart of these wires or vanes.
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Cyclic lfagnetic Re.trigeration
2"'he first cyclic magnetic refrigerator was developed at
Ohio State University by Heer, Barnes, and Saunt in 1954,
96
and then improved by Daunt in 1957.
2"'he system provides
a contlnuous process of extration of heat t?w.-.s maintaining

.

a tem_,_varature of .2°tO 1. 0°K.

The refeigerator was of great

importance before He3 was available as a refrigerant. In
Fig.2.3R and A are both paramagnetic salts.

R is the

thermal reservoir which is cooled by lead link VB. VB ar4
VB are superconducting lead 1 inks which are controled by
magnets 1 and 3.

VR is

the thermal switch bet- ·
ween. A and R; and VB

I

[]

is the switch between

A and a 1 K liquid
helium bath.

By turning

[

the fields in magnets 1
and 3 on and off the linhs
VB and VR may be open or

closed switches.

First

VB is closed and VA is

open.
A is

During this time
cooled by the liquid

helivffi to a temperature
of 1 K.

Then VB

Me~ 1

J

is

opened and A is derrzagne-·
tized adiabatically.

F;~ ~l'/

1

1'-l c.sl'\eL.e- ?e--f r,€,e

(F f1Jm

\ ..J~,-.h

1

c[or

2''"A .f 2 q2)
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After A is cooled VR is closed and ? is cooled to the
temperature of A.

Finally VR is reopened and the cycle

begins again, cont;inuously repeating itself.
heat is extractedG

In this way
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CHAPTER III
NUCLEAR COOLING

After the minimum teperature attainable by magnetic
cooli ng ljacl been reached a new method for producing ever
lower tellzpera tures was sought.

Nuclear para·magnetism
was discovered by B. lasarev and L. · Shubrdkov. 9 7 In 1937
they obtained nucl.e..ar alignment and detected the nuclear
contribution to the magnetic SLtsceptibility of Hat
extremely 1 ow temperature.

98

Tae pro tons a11.d neutron.s, as

well as the electrons,_ have spin ·and rotate about their own·
o_:xis to the atomic nucleus.

"The term 'nucl ear orientation'

denotes the study of nuclear spin assemblies having nonrandom spin orientationso-, 99 If the nucleus is asymetrical
then there will be a net magnet moment, and orientation
will be possible.

In the middle 1930's Gorter in Leiden

and Kurti and Simon-in Oxford cliscLtssed the idea of nuclear
cooli1W•

They proposed that there existed a nuclear

moment one
moment.

tho~tsand

magneti~

times smaller than the electron magnetic

With such a small magnetic moment it would not be

necessary to have a far greater H/T ratio to lower the spin
disorder entropy. The II/T ratio must be 10 7 since the nuclear
T!l.agnet i c moment = 1/J.OOO the l oni c magnet.i c moment.
exa~le

at T

~

For

0.01 K, the field needed would be 100 kOe.

The fi1·st successful necl ear demagnet i .zat ion waS: accom_}J..,
lished by Kurti, Robinson, Simon, and Spohr in 1956 at the
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Clarendon LabOi'atory, in Oxford.

The first stage consisted

of chronic potassium alum with J.500 enamelled copper wires
each O.J. mm in diameter, embedded in the alum.

For the

nuclear qtage the bottor.'2..s of all these wires are folded
over to make a neat com_pact sarfl.ple.

.

The first stage was

cooled as any o·ther paramagnetic salt, by an adiabatic
dellzagnetization, thus bring the

terr~:,.verature

of the crystal

and likewise the rrruclear sample down to O.OJ.2°K.

For the

nuclear stage a field of 28,000 ee was required. Thermal

surrounded the whole system to prevent any excess heat
infl7J..x.

In the first experiment,however, the nuclear stage

itsel f was not isolated after the magnetization so it did
71:0t hold the loi.IJ tem.perature produced.

A

s~?.,_verconducting

therr:z.ctl switch should have been iiwluded in the apparatus so
as to medntain the low tem.perature. However, by plotting 1.'
vs.

t (ternperature versus time) a"f?..d then extrapolating

bach to ti me := 0 it was fo uiid that the te?r':.l.verature went dol.'Jn
to J.7 x l0- 6 °K. 100 In such a deliccde experiment as Uds
it is necessary to e":-:clwie all types of heat influx.

Even

vibrations transmitted by the btdlding are enough to cause
an agitation, thereby warming the sample and invalidating the
experiment.
Fig. Z~ shows an example of a nuclear cooling diagram.

7·1:

I

,

l _i)
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The process for nuclear orientation is very similar ·to
that used with the electron spins, bowever

hei~e

the spins

are much Sl?zaller, the temperature much lower, and therefore
the whoie se·tup much more del icateo
.
col}Stitut~ng

salt,

A is the paramagnetic

.

the first stage.

B is the nuclear

coolant formed by folding over the ends of many fine copper
wires.

C' is the linh between A andB.

the copper wires which were vent

u..~.D

Cis the beginning of

to form B.

Th,ese wires

are embedded right into A in the same way as the superconduc_t .. "
ing switch .is attached into the crystal.

Th.e electron spin

stage in the para7r10,gnetic salt A is cooled to .02 °!{ 7:-n the usual
manner.

Heat is coiulrwted through C alid B comes into thermal

equilibrium with A by being cooled to .02°K.

B is isothermally

magnet i .zed by the extremely high field of approximately
30,000 Oe.
magnetic

!'!hen the fi-eld is turned to .zero the nuclear

can be measured and from this the
o
101
temperature calculated to have bJen 0.000016 I~
sv~ceptibility

lruclear Orientation
There are two different ways in which the nucleons may
become oriented.

if they ar·e polarized all oj the north

poles of the ionic magnet point in the direction of the field.
While, if they are aligned, they line up with about an
equal number of north and south poles pointing in the
102
direction of the field.
Ivuclear orientation may be achieved by four different
methods.

First is the Brute Porce l.Ietbods

strong external field {5 .· x

104

An extremely

Oe) which polarizes the spins,
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te~verature

and a very low starting
reQuired.

(T - 10

-2

°1() are

This method was first used a Oak Ridge on

. nudum.
. ". 115 I ncd.nan zs
. one of t he best substances
me t a11 zc
for the Brute Force lfe thod since it has a large nuclear

.

magnetic moment..

Tae indium is cooled by adiabatically

demagnetized iron ammonium

alum~

The thermal contact

is made between the alum and the indritum with twenty silvered

wires.

The sa.Zt is crystal ized around one end of the

wires and the indiumplate is soldered to the other end •
. This force .type of r.zuclear orientation where an external
field polarizes the nuclear spins is probably the mos-t
difficult method to acheive and oontrol.
The s·econd melfthod for nuclear orientation

maldng 7..£Se

of a high internal field was devised independently by
Gorter and Ross.

This method is restricted to the nuclei

of paramagnetic ions.

The local internal ji eld is produced

in the following vxzyo

A paramagnetic salt is put in a

10,000 Oe field at 1 K.

Under these circumstances the salt
The H/J..., ratio is 10,000/1 :::: 10 4 •

feels 9S01~ saturation.

If T ~ .Olii and the field is 100 Oe the ratio would still
. be 104.

So reduce the field to 100 Oe and the tewperatz.!re

drops to .OJ. K. still at a 98j'j saturation.

The polarized ·

ionic rr.agnets exhibit a very large unidirectional field at
the nucleus of each ion.
Oe.

·The field is approziw.ately 100,000

}!ow consider the H/T ratio;

'l'l

which is the ratio necessary for nuclear orien·tation.,

Hence

the external field need only be rnaintained at 100 Oe in order
. . d nuc 1 ear orzen
. t atzon.
.
103
t o ac h ez. ve th e d cszre
Bleaney 's llzethod of aligning also reQuires no external .
field, ·but utilizes the interaction due to the ionic dipoles
between the nuclear spins and the crystal axis.

It is

importan·t to use a single crystal of the material, and make
104
the temperature of the crystal be 0.5°K.
In the case of nuclei in paramagne tic substances
p7~oduced at the nucleus by hyperfine structure
cov~ling should be sufficiently larger in some cases at
leas t, to produce the required nuclear al ignmen,t in the
range of temperature 0.1 to 0.01 1~ The applied (e~ternal).
field . is ~herefore used merely to align the electronic
moments.,lv 5
the field

So it can be seen that there are basically two different ways
of magnetically aligning the nuclei, . either with a very
high external field of 50 to 100 kOe and a starting tempera- ·
ture of .01 K or by using local inte1 ·n.ql l'fl.ctgnetic fields
catt..sed by the uncornpensated electron spins. .
After the nuclei have been magnetized an adiabatic,
reversible demagnetization should be

performed~

In this way

the entropy, A, is con...stant and the ter:Z.2'Jerature will fall to
l0- 5 °K. llowever, an adiabatic demagnetization of the nucleus
is not really possible becatt..se the nucleus would have to cool

the whole crystal.

Instead the demagnetization will not be
. .1.72erma 1 .. 106
completely adiabatic, but also par_ t ia 11 y zso"'
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Blaisse developed a somewhat different method for
cooling.

The nuclear stage is a core surrounded by a

param.agnetz·c salt, cerium magnesium nitrate.

2.'he crystal is

already oriented with_a strong magnetic axis which will be
made in the wr:-direction.

Tlte ClJN is not magnetic in any other

direction so rotate the field to the y direction; the CllH
undergoes an adiabatic cZemagnetiza.:tion and the temperature
drops in the CUN which in turn cools the nu. clear core.
llowever, the core itself is still held in alignment by the
nzagnetic field.
too

un~ergoes

!Text, the field is turned off so the core

an adiabatic demagnetization and is cooled doun

. Th,e lowest temperature recorded thus far is Just one-·
millionth of a degree franz ab.solute zero.

Dr. Arthur :S_pohr

produced the temperature whz"le working at the Naval Research
Laboratories.

Tlze previous low teli;_,o:erature was 1.3 millionths

of a degree T/uxlr.es the difference between having 1'/; or having
15~~

of all atomic nuclei aligned. · S'pohr 7.-lsed a two step

method which r:;a-s first used by Nicholas Kurti in 1956 at
Oxford Ur1iversity.

The first stage is a

cer tum r:zagnes ium n.i trate.
of tne salt

wc~s

para~agnetic

lflJ magnetic cooling,

lowered to an ar.?.azing • 002.

is connected to the first by copper wires.

salt,

the teli'J?erature

The second stage
Finally, means

of em adiabatic demagnetization the temperature went dN:;n to
1

X

6
10- °K.
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